Philosophy will ever war with mere dogmas, and medical science is philosophy par excellence.
And yet we venture to assert that there is not a more truly and sincerely pious, nor a more earnestly moral class of men than our own much calumniated profession. It ill becomes any profession to laud and magnify itself; but the avowal and defence of truth should not and shall not be sacrificed to the paltry fear of being thought vainglorious; or of being considered as emulous of those canting knaves who use religion as a cloak for pride, ignorance, or avarice.
The cultivators of medicine, equally at least with the members of any other profession, may, without usurpation, to use the words of Sir Thomas Browne, assume the honorable state of a Christian, and we dare assert that none disgrace that honorable name less than medical practitioners.
If proofs of these assertions were wanting, they could not be more amply or aptly supplied than by the book before us. We subjoin an example, and we do this with the most perfect confidence that none but the most narrow-minded bigots can fail to recognize in it the pith and essence of Christ's teaching,?the marrow of that new law of mutual love which he left to mankind.
" With the man who is responsible to God alone for his decisions and actions regarding a thing so precious as human life, the thought of God should be ever present. A philosophy through which the sap of this fruitful thought does not circulate will be powerless to guide the physician at all times in the midst of the numerous quicksands he must meet with in the exercise of his profession Medicine may be traced to God through the sympathy which the appearance of suffering awakens in us; but as a science of so high origin it only completes its work by asking from charity its love and its devotion. The physician who takes the light of this dignified philosophy as the guide of his conscience may fail, but his fault will only be imputed to the imperfections of science. Understanding the dignity of human nature and the profound objects of life, he will devote himself entirely to the study of a science which can influence so decisively the individual destiny of men. Prudent and circumspect, he will not be seen to adopt hastily those unripe theories which sometimes pass over a generation like a destructive epidemic. In those cases, in which both theory and experience refuse their teaching, he will adopt the method of a prudent expectant treatment. To whatever rank of society he may belong, the sufferer will be his brother by the double relationship of pain and hope. Beneath The duties of medical instruction and authorship are to be regulated, our author thinks, by the same high principles of unselfish devotedness.
The greater his influence, and the wider his sphere of action, the more incumbent it is upon the teacher to purify the sanctuary of his conscience, and generously expel every interested motive. In medical science false ideas and crude theories may easily develop a dangerous method of treatment. Vanity, pride, avarice should be so chastened as not to obscure and deform the scientific page.
M. Simon might have referred to a tribe of crawling scribblers, whose vocation is the pursuit of a miserable notoriety by the publication of unmitigated falsehoods. These men report cases they never witnessed, assert cures they never performed, record facts that never occurred. We promise ourselves some day the pleasure of impaling a few specimens of these creatures on our critical pens, and placing them with outstretched wings in our bibliographical museum.
What is the effect of medical studies and practice on the morals of the practitioner? M. Simon thinks they have a baneful effect. The pursuit of descriptive and pathological anatomy familiarizes the practitioner with man in a state of degradation. The majesty of death teaches him nothing, and affects him not; the corpse before him is a "subject," and nothing more.
The infirmities of diseases and the nudities of death are necessarily ever present with him, and life only appears as a veil thrown over them.
If the feelings thus excited are not counterbalanced by an abiding conviction of the dignity of human nature, the tender sympathy and the nobler instincts of humanity will be injuriously weakened, and with them the mental powers themselves. An impudent cynicism is excited, a looseness of language and deportment follows, and the student becomes the Don Juan of the dissecting-room. 
